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On March 27, 2012, the EPA filed its cross motion and memorandum for summary 
judgment in the Middle District Court of Pennsylvania.  In sum, EPA brought three 
responses and one new claim against Plaintiff AFBF.   
 
TMDL Background 
 
In its motion, the EPA stresses the importance of the history leading up to the Final 
Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL).  According to the EPA, the Final TMDL is almost 
squarely the result of collaborative and voluntary cooperation between the Bay 
States.  Therefore, EPA claims the agency could not have unlawfully “usurp[ed]” 
state power where the Final TMDL was almost entirely based on State decisions. 
 
To build on this concept, EPA outlined its version of the history of the Final TMDL.  
According to the EPA, circa 29 years ago the EPA and the Bay States agreed to the 
Chesapeake Bay Partnership, a collaborative effort to reduce pollution in the Bay.   
 
EPA claimed that on October 1, 2007, the Bay Partners reached a consensus decision 
that the EPA would establish the Bay TMDL in coordination with, and on behalf of, 
the seven Bay States.   
 
The EPA and state partners used a four-step process to develop the Bay TMDL: (1) 
develop river basin and state target load allocations, (2) develop draft watershed 
implementation plans, (3) EPA review of Draft, and (4) Final TMDL.   
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To show further collaboration, EPA alleges it used the partners’ “suite” of models to 
determine the state target loads were sufficient to attain applicable water quality 
standards.  In turn, the partners decided that the states would use these target loads 
to develop their respective draft WIPs.   
 
In the Final WIP Phase I, the EPA utilized all but three allocations proposed by the 
Bay States.  Specifically, EPA used its backstop authority to change the amount of 
allocations in one state and shift the amount between categories in two other states.  
Later in its memorandum, EPA argues its backstop authority is non-binding and 
therefore the Final TMDL is lawful.   
 
Standard of Review 
 
According to the EPA, a court may only set aside agency actions “found to be . . . 
arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with the 
law.”  EPA also argues the Court owes the agency deference concerning the Final 
TMDL.   
 
Argument #1: Standing 
 
In its first argument, EPA alleges Plaintiff AFBF failed to prove standing.  Standing 
requires a plaintiff to establish (1) an injury in fact, with (2) causal connection to the 
Defendant, where there is a (3) substantial likelihood of remedy.  EPA alleges 
Plaintiffs failed to submit any evidence establishing these three requirements of 
standing.  Further, EPA argues blanket assertions of standing in Plaintiffs’ complaint 
fail to prove standing.   For these two reasons, EPA requests the court to dismiss the 
dismiss Plaintiffs’ complaint.   
 
Argument #2: EPA Properly Exercised its Authority Under the Clean Water Act  
 
In its second argument and first response to Plaintiff, EPA defends its involvement 
in the Final TMDL process.  Given the historical origins of the Final TMDL, EPA 
argues its actions were the result of a collaborative and voluntary process.  
Therefore, EPA submits it could not unlawfully usurp state powers.   
 
EPA then contends the Plaintiffs’ assertions that the TMDL imposes 
“implementation” requirements are incorrect.  EPA argues the TMDLs are “primarily 
informational tools.”  Moreover, EPA alleges there is no federal legal requirement 
that TMDLs contain, or be accompanied by, implementation plans.  According to the 
EPA, the states developed the implementation plans, not the EPA.   
 
Next, EPA further elaborates on its claim that the TMDL is not binding on the states.  
As discussed above, EPA contends the TMDL is largely a product of state action.  But 
even with EPA’s backstop usage, the EPA argues the adjustments are non-binding.  
The EPA reasons states are nonetheless free to attempt to achieve their TMDL 
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allocations using measures they choose.  Should the TMDL reduction targets not be 
met, EPA argues its recourse would be to re-designate the issuance of NPDES 
permits for point sources to ensure Bay water quality standards were met.   
 
Additionally, EPA argues its evaluation of whether state WIPs provided “reasonable 
assurance” imposed no implementation requirements on the states.  EPA reasons 
(1) the “reasonable assurance” analysis does not require implementation and (2) 
the analysis does not impair the states’ authority to decide whether and how to 
implement their TMDL allocations.   
 
EPA also addressed Plaintiff’s claim that EPA’s upstream allocations “are contrary to 
the Clean Water Act.”  EPA responds to this assertion in its memorandum.  EPA 
contends its agency is not limited to establishing a TMDL and allocations only for 
waterbodies and sources within the boundaries of a single state.  Futher, EPA argues 
the Bay partners (includes upstream states) requested the EPA to establish the Final 
TMDL.  From these and other unmentioned reasons, EPA concludes Plaintiff is 
erroneous in its assertion.   
 
Argument #3: EPA Complied With APA Notice and Comment Requirements 
 
EPA argues the notice and comment period did not violate the Administrative 
Procedure Act.  First, EPA reasons case law supports comment periods of 45 days 
and less as reasonable.  In support of this argument, EPA also argues its 45 day 
comment period is particularly reasonable in light of the fact that the Chesapeake 
Bay Program partners had been engaged for over a decade in an open process that 
encouraged public participation and accepted public input.  Notwithstanding these 
arguments, EPA alternatively argues the Bay TMDL is an “informal adjudication” not 
a “rule” and as such does not require any particular notice and comment procedure.  
EPA contends it can define its own procedures for informal adjudications.   
 
Next EPA addressed each model challenged by Plaintiffs, starting with the 
watershed model.  Plaintiffs claimed that during the comment period EPA failed to 
provide adequate documentation for the public to provide meaningful comment.  
EPA disagreed as it reasoned that all of the Model’s calibration data was available to 
the public via the Chesapeake Bay Program Partnership’s website months prior and 
throughout the public review process.  Further, EPA argues it was not required to 
make final model documentation available for public review, unless prejudice is 
shown.  EPA alleges that Plaintiffs failed to prove or even raise prejudice.  Therefore, 
EPA contends Plaintiffs cannot challenge the final model documentation process.  
 
As for the Scenario Builder, EPA responds the Plaintiffs are incorrect to posit the 
agency failed to provide “key components” of the model.  EPA states it made a live 
URL link available for the public to the formal documentation for Scenario Builder.  
Further, EPA argues the underlying data for Scenario Builder was developed 
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through hundreds of public meetings, with summaries of each meeting posted 
online.   
 
As for the water quality and sediment transport model, EPA made similar 
arguments in response.  For example, EPA contends the information on the model 
was available online save the sediment transport model.  Notwithstanding, the EPA 
maintains all the information necessary for the public to comment was available.  
EPA reasons all the CBP partnership meetings where the WQSTM was discussed 
were open to the public, and agenda, reports and minutes of those meetings were 
available online.   
 
Argument #4: The Bay TMDL is Neither Arbitrary nor Capricious 
 
Lastly, the EPA responds to Plaintiffs contention that the Final Bay TMDL is 
arbitrary and capricious.  EPA contends the Plaintiffs argument is flawed due to its 
inaccurate framing of the EPA’s power upon the States.  EPA asserts the proper 
frame is that the agency merely assisted the Bay States, not usurped the States’ 
sovereign powers.  EPA maintains the Final TMDL is voluntary and almost 
exclusively created by the States.  Thus, the agency could not possibly usurp State 
action.    
 
As for the models, the EPA posits the administrative record shows a rational 
relationship between the watershed model and real world conditions.  EPA 
contends the agency need merely show a rational relationship in its watershed 
model as the agency is accorded deference.   
 
EPA also addressed the Plaintiffs’ argument concerning discrepancy between EPA’s 
data and NRCS data.  EPA again mentioned the court owed the agency deference in 
its decision-making.  The EPA also explained why it used its data (USDA research 
report by University of Purdue) over the NRCS: according to the EPA, its data was 
more detailed and comprehensive than NRCS’ data.  Further, EPA argues its data 
used a larger pool of test subjects over a longer period of time than the NRCS data.  
Lastly, EPA argues Plaintiffs did nothing to show the agency’s data was flawed; 
according to the EPA, case law supports their contention that merely listing 
conflicting data cannot show arbitrary and capricious conduct.       
 
Conclusion 
 
EPA concludes that the Court must award summary judgment in favor of the 
defendant.   
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The Agricultural Law Resource and Reference Center has been established pursuant to 
Pennsylvania statute, 3 PA. STAT. §§ 2201-2209, as a collaborative enterprise between The 
Dickinson School of Law and College of Agricultural Sciences at The Pennsylvania State 
University together with the Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture.  The Center 
provides information and educational programs on agricultural law and policy for 
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Center does not provide legal advice, nor is its work intended to be a substitute for such 
advice and counsel. 
 


